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ABSTRACT:With the increase of vehicles in today’s world, fatalities occurring has attained its peak with more death 
rates. To reduce the recovery time and emergency personnel arrives, and to make mandatory use of license we propose 
a system that includes more detailed instant services to notify the injuries. Locating the exact incident may be a 
challenging task, but using GPS integrated with an embedded license has made it possible to reach out to the position, 
which has extended along with a profile of the user. This proposed system helps to alert the emerging requirements 
after an accident (like police stations and ambulance) service through GSM including the user condition with regard to 
extremity. Further the smart license control being suggested uses the NFC (Near-Field Communication) tag where the 
user may be allowed for a secure handling of the license using PIN Authentication and to make modifications in the 
license for legal punishments (if any) to the user given by the traffic authorities and a constant maintenance of the 
profile. 

KEYWORDS:Vehicles, emergency personnel, location, extremity, smart license, punishments. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The proposed system uses NFC card that helps in identifying the exact location of the accident that occurs, 
transferring it to the emergency services within the surroundings and also to prevent the malpractice inthe license. 
Applications of NFC’s can be seen in contactless payments ‘Tap and Pay’ thatis developed through ICICI bank [1]. 
Integrating with the license to manage the accident will help the system to be efficiently controlled by authority. Also 
in study shows that there is sustained road accidents[2] in recent years. 

 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
Similar to the system, there are various uses of the NFC in public ticketing system on android device where NFC 
devices in proximity are used to sense the passenger and for deducting the fare for distance [3]. The controlled uses of 
NFC enabled smart phones, benefits and its process with certain examples of NFC in transport are provided [4]. It also 
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ensures a secured transaction from the wallet, a betterment to the RFID tags, by just waving the card over the reader 
and has a wide application. 
 

 

 
 

There are use of biometric techniques of Iris Scanning approach also experimented in the smart license management[5]. 
 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM AND METHODOLOGY 
 

A. DESCRIPTION 
Integrating the license with NFC technology [6] in order to develop a system that will be a smart proposal for the 
nation and in maintaining a sharp database of the user that will clinch authority in order not to mountebank. Further, 
there are two advantages of it: 

(i) It makes mandatory use of a license that will be continuously scanned and in case of emergency it will 
redirect notification to the services for help. 

(ii) In the preferred system, the profile of the user is also forwarded to the emergency services that contains a 
blood group for the immediate (mobile) treatment in case of blood loss. 

It also gauges the impact of the mishap using the flex sensor. For each accident, there is a modification of the user 
license, since the NFC is dynamically modified, if any violation of the traffic rule. Finally, after reaching certain limits 
in punishments, the license is automatically disabled. 

Thus the user might have to reappear legally to get the license that is maintained under authority database. Hence it 
is arduous to fabricate a fake one. If created, will be invalid during inspecting it. 
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B. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The system has the following components involved in it where the NFC reader is used to read the tag and forward it to 
the controller where the further process of validation of the card and forwards the message alert along with the location. 

 

 
 

C. PROSPECTIVE GROWTH 
Further, the technology can be enhancedusing Zwipe technology, used in credit card system with a fingerprint sensor 
providing the secured transaction to the user through online [7]. Here the PIN numbers are replaced by the fingerprints 
retained over the electronic chips and only if authorized will provide the payment. This would be of great benefit where 
the license can be automated providing high reliability with zwipe fingerprint cards [8]. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

A sample of the system explained has been implemented, in Fig 6, using an Arduino kit with NFC, GSM modem, GPS 
locator and Flex Sensornoting the level of accident. 

 
Detecting the valid NFC license of the user through various cases such as invalid card, during theft cases and authentic 
user login as shown as in Fig 6b. 

 

 
The possible events in recording the incidents in the dynamic NFC can be observed as displayed in Fig 6c. 
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For each incident, considering the level, the notification will be forwarded to the emergency services provided and 

after certain limit the license will get disabled. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

Technological requirements from the scratch of the license management to evade the fraudulent activities and accident 
perception using the GPS locations are fulfilled. It employs automatic punching of punishments in the NFC license 
card, so that card gets disabled automatically once it has crossed the count limit. Additionally, the profile of the user 
with blood group is provided for emergency mobile treatment. Finding the impact of the accident using the flex sensors 
that describes the force of the accident. This helps to reduce the time factor in traffic point of view. 
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